SNP-2 | STREAMING PLAYER

SNP-2 provides access to streaming music services and internet radio - SiriusXM®, Pandora®, Napster, Deezer, vTuner® and more. It also delivers access to personal music collections stored on integrated NAS drives or shared computers. Access with user interfaces such as handheld remotes, touchscreens, keypads and mobile app – or view on TV screen. Search by artist or album and create playlists. Integrate Total Control amplifiers to stream audio in up to 32 rooms.

• Access streaming services, internet radio and music collections
• Two-way control from Total Control user interfaces and mobile app
• Connect to TV via HDMI for on-screen viewing of menus and cover art
• Integrate Total Control amplifiers to stream audio in up to 32 rooms
• Rack mountable with RMK-1 rack mount kit

HIGHLIGHTS

Streaming Output  
Streams music at 44 kHz (CD quality)

Analog Output  
Compatible as a music streaming player with other brand systems

IR  
One 3.5mm IR input jack

Audio Output  
HDMI, SPDIF (coaxial) or Analog (L/R)

Network  
One 10/100 RJ45 port

Indicator  
Power and Ethernet LED indicators, reset button

Power  
12V/1A

OVERVIEW

SPECIFICATIONS

SKU  
SNP-2, UPC 656787-330030

System  
Total Control®
Advanced system controller, MFS-8/MFSPOE-8 and professional programming required

In the Box  
Streaming network player, Ethernet cable, AC adaptor

Dimensions  
17" W x 2" H x 8.75" D

Weight  
4.1 lbs.

Warranty  
2 year limited USA warranty
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